Automatic Independent Component Scalp Map Analysis of Electroencephalogram During Motor Preparation.
This work presents a method for automatic independent component (IC) scalp map analysis of electroencephalogram during motor preparation in visuomotor tasks. The strength of this approach is the analysis of the IC scalp maps based on the apriori given mask. This uses an image processing approach, comparable to visual classification used by experts, to automate the selection of relevant ICs in visuomotor tasks. Thirty iterations of the Infomax ICA algorithm were used to test the reliability of the ICs. ICs above 95% quality index were used for IC scalp topography image analysis. Here, we used a linkage-clustering algorithm for IC clustering and gap statistic to estimate the number of clusters. After classifying the components with our approach, the labels were compared to those from well-known MARA ("Multiple Artifact Rejection Algorithm") - an open-source EEGLAB plug-in. It was found that 334 of the 568 labels were in-agreement. MARA labeled 81 out of the 177 source-related components, and 238 out of the 319 non-source-related components, as artifacts. Here, the strength of our approach lies in using an image-processing algorithm to identify the task-specific ICs whereas MARA focuses on the automatic classification of the artifactual ICs by combining stereotyped artifact-specific spatial and temporal features that depend on the electrode montage. After "artefactual" ICs are removed, task-specific ICs still remains to be identified from the remaining "good" ICs where our scalp topography image analysis approach can be applied. Our IC scalp topography image analysis is focused on task-specific IC selection based on an apriori mask, which is not limited to specific EEG features and/or electrode configurations for high-density EEG.